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Strange Ink
Marty Beckerman's hilarious guide for the modern man to booze, battle, and bull-fight his way to becoming more like
Hemingway More than fifty years have passed since the death of Ernest Hemingway, history's ultimate man, and young
males today—obsessed with Facebook, Twitter, and Playstation—know nothing about his legendary brand of rugged,
alcoholic masculinity. They cannot skin a fish, dominate a battlefield, or transform majestic creatures of the Southern
Hemisphere into piano keyboards. The Heming Way demonstrates how modern eunuchs—brainwashed by PETA and
Alcoholics Anonymous—can learn from Papa's unparalleled example: drunken, unshaven, meat-devouring, wife-divorcing,
and gloriously self-destructive. Advice includes: How to kill enough animals to render a species endangered—just like Papa!
Getting your friends to think drinking a daiquiri is manly . . . just by drinking one nine yourself Achieving sufficiently high
testosterone levels to never have to worry about the chance of having a daughter instead of a son And much more!
Profane, insightful, hilarious and loaded with more than 150 photos, facts and insights about Papa, The Heming Way is a
difficult path, and not for the weak, but truth is manlier than fiction.

The Heming Way
• This new edition gives students valuable practice in reading and evaluating research. All major methods of research are
illustrated, including qualitative research, content/document analysis, survey research, observational research,
experimental research, and program evaluation. • The articles deal with contemporary topics that will hold your students’
attention. • The lines in each article are sequentially numbered. This allows easy reference to specific parts of the articles
during classroom discussions. • Factual Questions at the end of each article encourage students to read for methodological
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and substantive points. • The Answer Key provides answers to the Factual Questions. The line numbers where the answers
can be found are included, making the key easy to use. • The Questions for Discussion at the end of each article address
broad issues of research design and overall research quality. • Ideal for homework assignments followed by classroom
discussions at the next class meeting.

The Big House
From 1962 to 1971, the U.S. military sprayed herbicides over Vietnam to strip the thick jungle canopy that could conceal
opposition forces, to destroy crops that those forces might depend on, and to clear tall grasses and bushes from the
perimeters of US base camps and outlying fire-support bases. Mixtures of 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4-D),
2,4,5-trichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4,5-T), picloram, and cacodylic acid made up the bulk of the herbicides sprayed. The
main chemical mixture sprayed was Agent Orange, a 50:50 mixture of 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T. At the time of the spraying,
2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD), the most toxic form of dioxin, was an unintended contaminant generated
during the production of 2,4,5-T and so was present in Agent Orange and some other formulations sprayed in Vietnam.
Because of complaints from returning Vietnam veterans about their own health and that of their children combined with
emerging toxicologic evidence of adverse effects of phenoxy herbicides and TCDD, the National Academies of Sciences,
Engineering, and Medicine was asked to perform a comprehensive evaluation of scientific and medical information
regarding the health effects of exposure to Agent Orange, other herbicides used in Vietnam, and the various components of
those herbicides, including TCDD. Updated evaluations were conducted every two years to review newly available literature
and draw conclusions from the overall evidence. Veterans and Agent Orange: Update 11 (2018) examines peer-reviewed
scientific reports concerning associations between various health outcomes and exposure to TCDD and other chemicals in
the herbicides used in Vietnam that were published between September 30, 2014, and December 31, 2017, and integrates
this information with the previously established evidence database.

ShadowLight
Are you lost? Come in! You're in luck--there's no one here just now. Shhh . . . Be as quiet as you can, and very, very careful!
In The House of Madame M, we explore a strange house: hallway, living room, kitchen, bathroom and bedroom. Each room
is full of surprises to make even the bravest shiver. Are we in the house of an ogre? A witch? Something else altogether?
This visit to Madame M's brings the thrill of finding what lurks in the wardrobe, behind the door, tucked under the furniture.
Full of humor and detail, it will mesmerize readers of all ages.

The Single Girl's Calendar
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Hairy Men are appealing to both Straight Women and Gay Men. In this book Alexandria explains the Erotic Nature of the
Hairy Male. This book is also loaded with pictures that are a Must See.

Beautiful Man
Jayne Gooding makes a fictional debut with her hard hitting account of Lucy Penfold, a woman police officer, during the
1970’s and 1980’s. A time of mass unemployment for the young, serious economic crisis, strikes, sexism, homophobia,
racism and hairy chested medallion men. A period of political and social change with free contraception and the Sex
Discrimination Act leading to a new sense of liberation for woman although balanced against a backdrop of inequality. Can
Lucy endure the events of her past? Will she survive the male dominated police force while discovering her own sexuality?

Lemons
Spine-chilling horror in the vein of Joe Hill. After moving into a new house, journalist Harry Hendrick wakes up with tattoos
that aren't his When washed-up journalist Harry Hendrick wakes one morning with a hangover and a strange symbol
tattooed on his neck, he shrugs it off as a bad night out. But soon more tattoos appear: grisly, violent images which come
accompanied by horrific nightmares - so he begins to dig deeper. Harry's search leads him to a sinister disappearance,
torment from beyond the grave, and a web of corruption and violence tangled with his own past. One way or another, he
has to right the wrongs.

The House of Madame M
When President Charles Bentley Kidd is impeached and removed from office over a sex scandal with the White House pastry
chef, he has no idea what the future holds for him. Then a chance meeting with a college drop-out in his new Connecticut
neighborhood offers him an opportunity at redemption, through a road trip to Los Angeles to see the daughter who is now
avoiding him. Along the journey west, Kidd teaches his travel companion -- a boy named Kenny Kernick who was removed
from Harvard over a scandal of his own -- the art of being confident with the opposite sex, secure in himself and bold in the
world. But when they arrive in Los Angeles, will Kenny thank Kidd for the lesson and go on his way, or will he try to unleash
all he has learned, on Kidd's own daughter? Irreverent and heart-warming, funny yet poignant, All-American Kidd follows
two fallen individuals -- one a former leader of the free world, the other a laughingstock of Harvard Yard -- as they rebuild
their lives, characters and reputations in the face of public disgrace. As American as stealing your father's car for a road
trip, All-American Kidd will leave you breathless in its scope, and laughing every mile of the way.
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Expose More
In 1946 the art critic Robert Coates, writing in the New Yorker, first used the term 'Abstract Expressionism'. The two words
combine the emotional intensity of the German Expressionists with the anti-figurative aesthetic of the European Abstract
schools. Although they were being painted by then little-known artists working in low-rent studio space, works of Abstract
Expressionist art now dominate the walls of major museums. This important publication re-evaluates the movement,
recognising its complex and fluid reality, and branching further into multimedia. As such, this book encompasses sculptors
such as David Smith and photographers such as Aaron Siskind as well as some of the most famous painters of the twentieth
century, including Jackson Pollock, Willem de Kooning, Mark Rothko, Barnett Newman, Franz Kline, Arshile Gorky and
Clyfford Still. AUTHOR: David Anfam is the author of the now-standard textbook Abstract Expressionism (1990). SELLING
POINTS: * A stunning volume with fascinating illustrations, which re-evaluates the Abstract Expressionist movement * Works
of Abstract Expressionist art dominate the walls of major museums around the world * Features an impressive range of
experts who discuss some of the signature paintings of the movement 300 colour images

Draplin Design Co.
Saint's afraid to die. Grey can't stand to live. Grey Jean-Marcelin wants to die. He thought painting his passion--vivid
portrayals of Haitian life and vodou faith--would be enough to anchor him to this world. But it isn't. And when the
mysterious man known only as Saint saves Grey from a suicide attempt, it's more curse than blessing--until Grey discovers
that Saint isn't just an EMT. He's a banished fae, and can only survive by draining the lives of those he loves. All Saint
needed was a simple bargain: one life willingly given for another. But as Saint's feelings for Grey grow deeper, centuries of
guilt leave him desperate to save a man who doesn't want salvation, even if Grey's life means Saint's death. When Grey's
depression consumes him, only he can decide if living is worth the struggle. Yet his choice may come too late to save his
life . . . or Saint's soul. And whatever choice he makes, it may shatter them both.

Luke Gilford: National Anthem: America's Queer Rodeo
For more than four decades COLT men have been synonymous with the world's most masculine men. And if there is one
characteristic that brings us all back to our very first fantasies of a hot, ber-masculine man it is a nice hairy chest. Full color,
full nudity. Free wall poster included with every calendar.

2020 Is Going to Be a Good Year
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ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR: THE WASHINGTON POST - NPR - GOOD HOUSEKEEPING - FRESH AIR - THE DALLAS
MORNING NEWS - LIT HUB - KIRKUS REVIEWS - LIBRARY JOURNAL - THE NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY Karen Russell's comedic
genius and mesmerizing talent for creating outlandish predicaments that uncannily mirror our inner lives is on full display in
these eight exuberant, arrestingly vivid, unforgettable stories. In "Bog Girl," a young man falls in love with a two-thousandyear-old girl that he's extracted from a mass of peat in a Northern European bog. In "The Prospectors," two opportunistic
young women fleeing the Great Depression strike out for new territory, and find themselves fighting for their lives. And in
the brilliant, hilarious title story, a new mother desperate to ensure her infant's safety strikes a diabolical deal, agreeing to
breastfeed the devil in exchange for his protection. The landscape in which these stories unfold is a feral, slippery,
purgatorial space, bracketed by the void--yet within it Russell captures the exquisite beauty and tenderness of ordinary life.
Orange World is a miracle of storytelling from a true modern master.

Abstract Expressionism
Esquire. Ford Motors. Burton Snowboards. The Obama Administration. While all of these brands are vastly different, they
share at least one thing in common: a teeny, little bit of Aaron James Draplin. Draplin is one of the new school of influential
graphic designers who combine the power of design, social media, entrepreneurship, and DIY aesthetic to create a
successful business and way of life. Pretty Much Everything is a mid-career survey of work, case studies, inspiration, road
stories, lists, maps, how-tos, and advice. It includes examples of his work—posters, record covers, logos—and presents the
process behind his design with projects like Field Notes and the “Things We Love” State Posters. Draplin also offers valuable
advice and hilarious commentary that illustrates how much more goes into design than just what appears on the page. With
Draplin’s humor and pointed observations on the contemporary design scene, Draplin Design Co. is the complete package
for the new generation of designers.

Veterans and Agent Orange
Here's To New Beginnings: 6" x 9" 120-page Journal, Success Plans For The Next Year 2020, Journal Designed to Focus on
being thankful for what you have, And the big things that we have in life, as well as the simple joys. A year of gratitude to
be better, more peaceful and happier. It's a great gift to the ones you love and a better gift for yourself. in this journal you
will find: 120 pages 6" x 9" White Color Paper A Cover Page A Matte-finish

Lost and Founder
Illustrated in full-colour throughout, this book offers a stunning retrospective celebrating 40 years of Colt's erotic
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photography of the masculine man.

I Can't Be Good All the Time
This book is open access under a CC BY 4.0 license. This textbook, endorsed by the European Society for Blood and Marrow
Transplantation (EBMT), provides adult and paediatric nurses with a full and informative guide covering all aspects of
transplant nursing, from basic principles to advanced concepts. It takes the reader on a journey through the history of
transplant nursing, including essential and progressive elements to help nurses improve their knowledge and benefit the
patient experience, as well as a comprehensive introduction to research and auditing methods. This new volume specifically
intended for nurses, complements the ESH-EBMT reference title, a popular educational resource originally developed in
2003 for physicians to accompany an annual training course also serving as an educational tool in its own right. This title is
designed to develop the knowledge of nurses in transplantation. It is the first book of its kind specifically targeted at nurses
in this specialist field and acknowledges the valuable contribution that nursing makes in this area. This volume presents
information that is essential for the education of nurses new to transplantation, while also offering a valuable resource for
more experienced nurses who wish to update their knowledge.

ABC of Clinical Haematology
The name says it all. California-based Falcon Studios, the source of living porn legends like Ken Ryker, Mike Branson and
Jeremy Penn, is the largest producer f gay pornography and erotica. This book presents 136 high-gloss images of Falcon's
hottest American heroes. Size does not matter!

Puppy Styled: Japanese Dog Grooming: Before & After
Double the trouble, double the fun or double up on your COLT Men for the whole year! Thats two COLT Men for 12 months 24 in total! More bang for you buck and a lot more muscles too! Enjoy!

Thou Shalt Knot
TigerBeat for U.S. presidents—a tour of our nation’s history through its irresistible commanders-in-chief Is there anything
hotter than former U.S. presidents? Obviously, there is not. And yet, until now, there was no way to learn about these
handsome and mysterious men that is funny, educational, and includes thoughtful analysis of which ones would make good
boyfriends. Thankfully, Hottest Heads of State fills this void. Get to know each president intimately with an individual profile
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outlining his particular charms (or, in some cases, “charms”). Plus, inside you’ll find: · GAMES including “Match the Mistress
to her POTUS” · QUIZZES like “Which President has a Secret Crush on You?” and “Can You Cover Up Watergate?” · that
POSTER of Rutherford B. Hayes you’ve always secretly wanted! J. D. and Kate Dobson’s wickedly smart and refreshingly
bipartisan debut is a spot-on parody of a teen magazine featuring such unlikely heartthrobs as Richard Nixon and William H.
Taft. In the end, you’ll learn centuries’ worth of cocktail party-worthy trivia, and you’ll be slightly more prepared to take the
AP U.S. History exam. You’ll also start tingling whenever you hear the name Herbert Hoover.

The Art of the Male Nude
The continuing collection of classical nude photographs by photographer Anthony Timiraos. One year after the release of his
first book "expose" Mr. Timiraos now releases "expose more" and continues to display his rich collection of over 200 pages
of full color nude photo of over 30 different models. As in his first book, photos are shot in the style of Old Master's
paintings, the artists' collection of nude photographs provides a diverse look at the male bodies positioned in classical
poses. His diversity of models is unique, not just diversity of race and ethnicity but of age, body type and most significantly,
diversity of culture. The author introduces you to each model with a short narrative providing the reader enough facts to
connect the art to the individual on the page. His intention is to make you feel and appreciate the same emotions he felt in
the studio when he photographed the model in this beautiful art form, the classical nude.

The Allure of Hairy Men
A unique document of America's gay rodeo subculture, National Anthem is a celebration of outsiders and the beauty of
chosen families everywhere Growing up in Colorado with his father in the Professional Rodeo Cowboys Association,
filmmaker and photographer Luke Gilford spent his formative years around the rodeo, an American institution that has often
been associated with conservatism and homophobia. It was only later, when he discovered the International Gay Rodeo
Association (IGRA), that he began to see himself as part of a rodeo family. The IGRA is the organizing body for the LGBTQ+
cowboy and cowgirl communities in North America--a safe space for all races and gender expressions. The queer rodeo
brings in participants from rural regions all over America for structured educational programs and competitions, facilitating
opportunities to hone athletic skills, connection and care for animals, personal integrity, self-confidence and support for one
another. Gilford has spent over three years traveling the country to document this diverse and ever-evolving subculture.
Shot on medium-format film and printed in a traditional darkroom, the work is detailed and rich with emotion and color. The
resulting photographs are both personal and poetic--clear testaments to Gilford's intimate relationship to the community.

Paul's Case
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FROM THE #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR OF THE HUSBAND'S SECRET AND BIG LITTLE LIES. A “cheerfully
engaging”(Kirkus Reviews) novel for anyone who’s ever asked herself, “How did I get here?” Alice Love is twenty-nine,
crazy about her husband, and pregnant with her first child. So imagine Alice’s surprise when she comes to on the floor of a
gym (a gym! She HATES the gym) and is whisked off to the hospital where she discovers the honeymoon is truly
over—she’s getting divorced, she has three kids, and she’s actually 39 years old. Alice must reconstruct the events of a lost
decade, and find out whether it’s possible to reconstruct her life at the same time. She has to figure out why her sister
hardly talks to her, and how is it that she’s become one of those super skinny moms with really expensive clothes.
Ultimately, Alice must discover whether forgetting is a blessing or a curse, and whether it’s possible to start over

The European Blood and Marrow Transplantation Textbook for Nurses
In-depth analysis of popular movies, highlighting their agenda and occult symbolism. Contents: 1. The Occult Roots of The
Wizard of Oz 2. The Esoteric Interpretation of Pinocchio 3. The Occult Symbolism of Movie “Metropolis” and its Importance
in Pop Culture 4. “The Imaginarium of Doctor Parnassus” and Heath Ledger’s Sacrifice 5. The Esoteric Interpretation of
“Pan’s Labyrinth” 6. How the Animated Series G.I. Joe Predicted Today’s Illuminati Agenda 7. Josie and the Pussycats:
Blueprint of the Mind Control Music Industry 8. The Occult Interpretation of the Movie “Black Swan” and Its Message on
Show Business 9. Roman Polanski’s “Rosemary’s Baby” and the Dark Side of Hollywood 10. The Occult Symbolism of the
2012 Olympics Opening and Closing Ceremonies 11. “Sucker Punch” or How to Make Monarch Mind Control Sexy 12.
“Labyrinth” Starring David Bowie: A Blueprint to Mind Control 13. ‘Contagion’ or How Disaster Movies “Educate” the Masses
14. “They Live”, the Weird Movie With a Powerful Message 15. The Hidden Symbolic Meaning of the Movie “2012” 16. The
Movie “Videodrome” and The Horror of Mass Media 17. The Hidden Meaning of the Movie “Coraline” 18. The Esoteric
Meaning of the Movie “Prisoners” 19. The Deeper Meaning of “True Detective” – Season One 20. The Hidden Symbolism of
“Stranger Things” 21. “Noah”: A Biblical Tale Rewritten to Push an Agenda 22. The Esoteric Symbolism of the Viral Video “I,
Pet Goat II” 23. “The Neon Demon” Reveals The True Face of the Occult Elite 24. “Return to Oz” : A Creepy Disney Movie
That is Clearly About Mind Control 25. “Prometheus”: A Movie About Alien Nephilim and Esoteric Enlightenment 26. The
Opening Ceremony of the World’s Largest Tunnel Was a Bizarre Occult Ritual 27. “Starry Eyes” : A Movie About the Occult
Hollywood Elite – and How it Truly Works 28. “Hide and Seek”: The Most Blatant Movie About Monarch Mind Control Ever?
29. “Kingsman: The Secret Service” or How to Sell the Occult Elite to the Youth 30. The Hidden (And Not So Hidden)
Messages in Stanley Kubrick’s “Eyes Wide Shut” (pt. I) 31. The Hidden (And Not So Hidden) Messages in Stanley Kubrick’s
“Eyes Wide Shut” (pt. II) 32. The Hidden (And Not So Hidden) Messages in Stanley Kubrick’s “Eyes Wide Shut” (pt. III) 33.
“American Ultra”: Another Attempt at Making MKULTRA Cool 34. “Spectre” is About James Bond Being a Tool of the Occult
Elite 35. The Esoteric Interpretation of the Movie “9”: Heralding the Age of Horus 36. “The Cabin in the Woods”: A Movie
Celebrating the Elite’s Ritual Sacrifices 37. The Sinister Meaning of “Don’t Hug Me I’m Scared” 38. “That Poppy” : The
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YouTube Star Under Illuminati Mind Control 39. Something is Terribly Wrong With Many “Kids” Videos on YouTube

Cabin Porn
Doggie makeovers that will make you smile Japanese dog grooming does not follow the rules of traditional, breed- standard
grooming. In fact, it only has one mission—to make dogs look as adorable as possible! With extreme attention to detail and
careful consideration of a pup’s best attributes, Japanese dog groomers and salons achieve the perfect transformation by
forgetting uniform looks and getting creative. From internationally acclaimed pet photographer and author of Waggish:
Dogs Smiling for Dog Reasons comes this adorable book, which showcases the transformation of dogs going from cute to
cutest. Originally a viral photo series called “Hairy,” Grace Chon’s work perfectly captures the whimsy and glamour of
freshly groomed furry friends. With nearly 50 before- and- afters, Chon proves that Japanese dog grooming is not just a
haircut, but a work of art.

Colt 40
"The New Bedford Whaling Museum (NBWM) celebrates the work of the master knot tyer, maritime artist, historian, and
author Clifford W. Ashley in a monumental exhibition in two of the Museum's most prestigious galleries. The exhibition
premieres the recent gift to the Museum of Ashley's private knot collection alongside interpretive material from the
Museum's permanent holdings as well as the artist's paintings, prints, and work by other knot tyers and artists Ashley
inspired." -- page 11

The Thick Blue Line
When desire gets this hot, you’d better buckle up… Mary Daniels doesn’t let anything get in the way of her job acquiring
rare artifacts for her wealthy boss. But this particular obstacle—huge, hard-muscled, unashamedly masculine—is impossible
to ignore. Stuck in a cramped car with Brodie Crews for hours en route to their new assignment, Mary feels her carefully
crafted persona—and her trademark self-control—is slipping, and she won’t allow it. Brodie can’t imagine what secret in
Mary’s past has left her so buttoned-up, though he’d dearly love to find out. Maybe then she’d trust him enough to explore
their explosive chemistry. But he needs this job, so he’ll play by her rules and bide his time…until an enemy determined to
outwit them strikes and he needs to get close—in every way—to protect her. Otherwise they could lose much more than a
precious collectible. They could lose it all.

The Vigilant Citizen 2018 Volume 3: Movies and TV
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You Took the Last Bus Home is the first and long-awaited collection of ingeniously hilarious and surprisingly touching poems
from Brian Bilston, the mysterious ‘Poet Laureate of Twitter’. With endless wit, imaginative wordplay and underlying
heartache, he offers profound insights into modern life, exploring themes as diverse as love, death, the inestimable value of
a mobile phone charger, the unbearable torment of forgetting to put the rubbish out, and the improbable nuances of the
English language. Constantly experimenting with literary form, Bilston’s words have been known to float off the page, take
the shape of the subjects they explore, and reflect our contemporary world in the form of Excel spreadsheets, Venn
diagrams and Scrabble tiles. This irresistibly charming collection of his best-loved poems will make you laugh out loud while
making you question the very essence of the human condition in the twenty-first century.

All-American Kidd
"Paul's Case" by Willa Cather. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every
genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world
literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to
boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to
everyone in a high-quality digital format.

Men in the Alps
Rural escapes for those yearning for a simpler existence, by the creators of the wildly popular Instagram account Cabin
Porn. Created by a group of friends who preserve 55 acres of hidden forest in Upstate New York, Cabin Porn began as a
scrapbook to collect inspiration for their building projects. As the collection grew, the site attracted a following, which is now
a huge and obsessive audience. The site features photos of the most remarkable handmade homes in the backcountry of
America and all over the world. It has had over 10 million unique visitors, with 450,000 followers on Instagram. Now Zach
Klein, the creator of the site (and a co-founder of Vimeo) goes further into the most alluring images from the site and new
getaways, including more interior photography and how-to advice for setting up a quiet place somewhere. With their idyllic
settings, unique architecture, and cozy interiors, the Cabin Porn photographs are an invitation to slow down, take a deep
breath, and feel the beauty and serenity that nature and simple construction can create.

Driven to Distraction
Burne Manda knows a lot goes into photographing a hunk-filled calendar titled Beautiful Man to raise money for a non-profit
AIDS organization in Pittsburgh. He’s in charge of the project, overseeing his assistant Timmy, his makeup artist Georgina,
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and the new intern Late. Burne is also responsible for shooting twelve models for the calendar: promiscuous twins, a bad
boy with bullying issues, a stranger named Tinder, and others. Of all the men in Burne’s life, there’s only one he has a crush
on -- local weatherman Kevin Mercer. Kevin’s a dreamboat and knows how to charm Burne, who’s clueless about starting a
relationship with the guy. Burne may know how to photograph beautiful men, but he doesn’t know how to fall in love with a
guy. Is it too late for Burne to change the pathway of his heart? Or is someone like Kevin going to forecast love for Burne,
and modify his life forever?

What Alice Forgot
After her mother dies in 1975, ten-year-old Lemonade must live with her grandfather in a small town famous for Bigfoot
sitings and soon becomes friends with Tobin, a quirky Bigfoot investigator.

Agents & Spies Short Stories
BARING IT ALL Amanda Barker needs to find a man with a killer body—not for herself, but to fill the role of Mr. November in
her charity calendar. Firefighter Josh Marshall is perfect, but the notorious ladies’ man is a hard sell, and she’s forced to
negotiate with the only collateral he’ll accept: a date with her! It’s hard to resist a man in a uniform…even more so when
he’s out of one. Josh can’t quite decide how to handle the very persistent woman who comes barging into his changing
room. Despite his constant refusals to pose for Amanda’s calendar, she won’t let up. If there’s one thing Josh knows, it’s
that where there’s smoke there’s fire—but this could burn completely out of control… FREE BONUS BOOK INCLUDED IN THIS
VOLUME! Riding the Storm by New York Times bestselling author Brenda Jackson Firefighter Storm Westmoreland can sweettalk any woman into his bed—that is, until the too-hot-to-handle Jayla Cole leaves the legendary player craving more…
Previously Published.

Hottest Heads of State
Recounts the extraordinary and thrilling story of the British spies in revolutionary Russia, led by Mansfield Cumming, who
would one day pioneer the field of covert action and become MI6, and their mission to foil Lenin's plot for global revolution.
40,000 first printing.

Shatterproof
Rand Fishkin, the founder and former CEO of Moz, reveals how traditional Silicon Valley "wisdom" leads far too many
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startups astray, with the transparency and humor that his hundreds of thousands of blog readers have come to love.
Everyone knows how a startup story is supposed to go: A young, brilliant entrepreneur has a cool idea, drops out of college,
defies the doubters, overcomes all odds, makes billions, and becomes the envy of the technology world. This is not that
story. It's not that things went badly for Rand Fishkin; they just weren't quite so Zuckerberg-esque. His company, Moz,
maker of marketing software, is now a $45 million/year business, and he's one of the world's leading experts on SEO. But
his business and reputation took fifteen years to grow, and his startup began not in a Harvard dorm room but as a motherand-son family business that fell deeply into debt. Now Fishkin pulls back the curtain on tech startup mythology, exposing
the ups and downs of startup life that most CEOs would rather keep secret. For instance: A minimally viable product can be
destructive if you launch at the wrong moment. Growth hacking may be the buzzword du jour, but initiatives can fizzle
quickly. Revenue and growth won't protect you from layoffs. And venture capital always comes with strings attached.
Fishkin's hard-won lessons are applicable to any kind of business environment. Up or down the chain of command, at both
early stage startups and mature companies, whether your trajectory is riding high or down in the dumps: this book can help
solve your problems, and make you feel less alone for having them.

Social Science Research
New authors and collections. Daring tales of kidnap and rescue, assassination and revenge, the politics of death and
espionage, these are the themes of this latest volatile concoction of classic and new writing. The days of empire and
traditional war have been replaced by cyber warfare but the subtle, lethal methods of agents and spies remain the same,
and so has the power of great writing, with stories here to chill and intrigue every reader. Classic authors include Arnold
Bennett, Ernest Bramah, John Buchan, G.K. Chesterton, Joseph Conrad, Arthur Conan Doyle, R. Austin Freeman, Rudyard
Kipling, Maurice Leblanc, Arthur B. Reeve, Sapper, Ellen Wood.

Mr. November & Riding the Storm
Move over Mae West--here come this millennium's incomparable tainted ladies, courtesy of artist Anne Taintor. Taintor's
sassy, saucy creations pair vintage illustrations with witticisms few can resist, and her well-mannered women enjoy
deliciously naughty thoughts.

Orange World and Other Stories
Faced with the sale of the century-old family summer house on Cape Cod where he had spent forty-two summers, George
Howe Colt recounts returning for one last stay with his wife and children in this stunning memoir that was a National Book
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Award Finalist and a New York Times Notable Book of the Year. This poignant tribute to the eleven-bedroom jumble of
gables, bays, and dormers that watched over weddings, divorces, deaths, anniversaries, birthdays, breakdowns, and love
affairs for five generations interweaves Colt’s final visit with memories of a lifetime of summers. Run-down yet romantic,
The Big House stands not only as a cherished reminder of summer’s ephemeral pleasures but also as a powerful symbol of
a vanishing way of life.

Legends
A task a day to cure a broken heart. Esmé Peel is approaching thirty with some trepidation, but hope in her heart. If she can
just get her long-term boyfriend Andrew to propose, she will have ticked everything off her 'things to do by the time you're
30' list. She didn't reckon on finding another woman's earring in her bed however, and soon she finds herself single,
homeless and in need of a new plan. Her best friend Carys gives her the perfect present – The Single Girl's Calendar – which
has a different cure for heartbreak every day: Day 1: Look and feel fabulous with a new hair style. Day 2: Step out of your
comfort zone and try something new. Day 3: Reconnect with friends and enjoy! Despite thinking it's a bit of a gimmick,
Esmé hasn't got any better ideas, so she puts the plan into action. By the end of week one she has four new male
housemates, and despite a broken heart she is determined to show Andrew she can do more than survive, she can thrive.

Russian Roulette
Thoroughly revised and updated, ABC of Clinical Haematology is an essential guide and introduction to clinical haematology
and to the treatment and management of common blood related disorders. The fourth edition contains new chapters that
reflect the most recent developments whilst other chapters have been extensively revised to include the new tests and
treatments that are now available for certain conditions such as chronic leukaemia, multiple myeloma and bleeding
disorders. With contributions from leading experts in their respective fields, this text provides an ideal reference for primary
care practitioners and other healthcare professionals working with patients who have blood related problems.

You Took the Last Bus Home
Buff men in front of an impressive backdrop: Men in the Alps gives us a slew of outdoorsmen in sexy poses between
mountain stream, farmstead and summit cross. Men in the Alps is a successful charity calendar brand. This volume features
the best pictures of the recently concluded series in a hardcover book.
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